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Synopsis
Apparent elongational yield stresses of soft matter including polymer gels, highly concentrated
emulsions, and aggregated suspensions have been determined from step stretch experiments.
Materials display apparent shear yield stresses in the range 1–100 Pa and large but finite shear
relaxation times tR. For all investigated fluids, the Laplace pressure within the stretched filaments is
essentially constant during an initial period of time after the step strain. Then, it increases rapidly and
finally the filaments break. Filament lifetime tf strongly increases with decreasing stretching ratio e.
The apparent elongational yield stress is identified as the initial value of the Laplace pressure
obtained at a critical stretching ratio ec corresponding to a Deborah number De¼ tR/tf¼ 1. For all




in agreement with the von
Mises plasticity criterion, irrespective of the physical nature of structural breakdown. Elongational
experiments performed at different e or tf covering Deborah numbers between 0.1 and 100 reveal
a universal relationship between the initial plateau value of the Laplace pressure normalized to
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I. INTRODUCTION
A broad variety of soft matter including dispersions, emulsions, and foams, with
attractive particle/droplet interactions and/or dense particle/droplet packing exhibit a
so-called apparent yield stress. The physical nature and proper characterization of the
apparent yield stress is still a matter of debate due to the large variety of materials con-
cerned. For certain fluids, the yield stress represents a transition from a solid to a liquid
state and, similar to the behavior of solids, the deformation at stresses below sy is purely
elastic [Hartnett and Hu (1989)]. For other materials, the apparent yield stress is a transi-
tion between two liquid phases with very different viscosities [Barnes (1999)] and even if
the shear viscosity at s< sy is independent of the applied stress, it can be time variant
[Moller et al. (2009)]. Moreover, yield stress fluids may exhibit a “thixotropic” response
due to the dynamic adjustment of the microstructure to the applied macroscopic stress,
and shear banding or other flow discontinuities are observed even below sy [Bonn and
Denn (2009); Bertola et al. (2003)]. Despite these hardships, the apparent yield stress is
an engineering reality and an important feature from a manufacturing or utilization point
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of view. For example, the processing of ceramic materials, sagging of coatings or deter-
gent foams, emptying and filling of containers for cosmetic or pharmaceutical emulsions,
even texture and taste of food products are controlled by the apparent yield stress of these
fluids. Numerous studies have addressed the yield stress phenomenon and its appropriate
quantification [Bertola et al. (2003); Coussot (2005); Piau and Piau (2007); Prud’homme
and Khan (1996)]. For instance, it has been shown that for densely packed emulsions, sy
is closely related to droplet deformability and accordingly is determined by the packing
density and the Laplace pressure of the droplets [Princen and Kiss (1986)]. Despite the
strong elongational components that exist in complex flow fields of most technical proc-
esses, the vast majority of experimental studies deals with simple shear flow. The orifice
extrusion method has been used to determine the elongational yield stress sy,e, e.g., of
soap pastes [Castro et al. (2010)], but this technique is not sensitive enough for the soft
matter systems addressed here. Capillary break-up elongational rheometry (CaBER) has
also been employed to determine the yield stress of soft matter. In these experiments, the
thinning and break-up of a stretched filament due to the action of the surface tension is
monitored. Theoretical predictions for the time evolution of the filament diameter D(t)
have been derived for Bingham [McKinley (2005)] as well as for Herschel-Bulkley fluids
[Tiwari et al. (2009)]. They assume first homogeneous deformation of a cylindrical fila-
ment and second a vanishing stress in the direction of the filament axis (sxx¼ 0). In a
recent study on carbon nanotube suspensions, yield stress values obtained from the evalu-
ation of CaBER data based on the above mentioned analysis did deviate significantly
from the values obtained by classical shear experiments [Tiwari et al. (2009)]. However,
it has to be kept in mind that yield stress fluids exhibit a strong necking, i.e., the cylindri-
cal filament assumption is not fulfilled. Furthermore, it is not clear whether sxx¼ 0
is valid in that case. An accurate description of D(t) curves from CaBER experiments
for yield stress fluids requires the numerical solution of the full axial symmetric
two-dimensional flow problem with appropriate boundary conditions.
Here, we use a method to determine the elongational yield stress that is especially suit-
able for soft complex fluids with apparent yield stresses in the range from 0.1 to 100 Pa.
The method is based on the observation that yield stress fluids can form stable cylindrical
bridges with lengths larger than the cylinder circumference called filaments. The onset of
filament deformation and flow is determined by the yield stress [Mahajan et al. (1999);
Lowry and Steen (1995)]. This approach does not require the assumption of any particu-
lar constitutive equation.
A cylindrical fluid element is exposed to a step strain elongational deformation. As
long as the stress within the fluid is below the yield value, the filament shape does not
change and the Laplace pressure within the liquid thread, calculated from its radius and
axial curvature at the midpoint, is identified as the elongational yield stress sy,e. In con-
trast to our previous study on a series of w/o-emulsions [Niedzwiedz et al. (2010)], we
find that filaments always break, but the break-up time strongly depends on the step
strain. We define a Deborah number as the ratio of the characteristic intrinsic relaxation
time of the fluid and the filament lifetime. The ratio of elongational to shear yield stress
is then discussed in terms of this dimensionless number. The proposed experimental
approach can be applied to a wide class of materials including dispersions, emulsions,
and foams as well as numerous technically important complex formulations as construc-
tion materials, coatings, adhesives, personal care products, pharmaceuticals, and food
products. Here we present data for different polymeric gels, flocculated suspensions, as
well as highly concentrated, densely packed emulsions including thoroughly character-
ized model systems and various commercial products. Systematic investigations of sy,e
provide new fundamental insight into the yielding and flow of such materials.
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II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The Herschel-Bulkley model is widely used to describe the flow behavior of yield
stress fluids on a continuum mechanical level [Herschel and Bulkley (1926)]
sxy ¼ sy;s þ k _cn; (1)
where sxy is the shear stress, sy,s is the shear yield stress, k is the consistency index, _c is
the shear rate, and n is the shear thinning exponent. The following relationship between
the extra-stress tensor T and the strain-rate tensor D has been used to analyze the behav-
ior of yield stress fluids in complex flow fields [Castro et al. (2010); Tiwari et al. (2009);
Basterfield et al. (2005); Alexandrou et al. (2003); Adams et al. (1997); Coussot and
Gaulard (2005)]:





where IID is the second invariant of the strain tensor. In simple shear flow, IID
¼ 1=2½ðtr2DÞ2  trð2DÞ2 ¼  _c and Eq. (2) reduces to Eq. (1). In uniaxial elongation
IID ¼ 3_e2, with _e the elongation rate, and for _e > 0, the first normal stress difference
reduces to















This relationship is in agreement with the von Mises plasticity criterion [Coussot (2005)],
which predicts the yielding of materials under arbitrary loading conditions and suggests
that materials do not flow as long as the second invariant of the extra-stress tensor does





This criterion and hence also Eq. (4) has been experimentally confirmed for plastic solids
or pastes with very high yield stresses [Castro et al. (2010); Basterfield et al. (2005);
Adams et al. (1997)]. The behavior of yield stress fluids in complex flow fields including
strong extensional components has been treated computationally with respect to a variety
of different technical processes, e.g., gravity driven dripping from a nozzle [Coussot and
Gaulard (2005)]. Plastic flow of semisolid materials like aluminum slurries has been ana-
lyzed numerically for complex flow kinematics using the Bingham as well as the
Herschel-Bulkley model with respect to the processing of ceramic materials [Alexandrou
et al. (2003); Alexandrou (2008); Alexandrou and Georgiou (2007)]. In all these simula-
tions, the contribution of the third invariant of the strain-rate tensor has been tacitly
neglected and the Herschel-Bulkley model has been used as given in Eq. (2).
Recently, a statistical mechanical model based on mode coupling theory has been pro-
posed to predict the nonlinear flow behavior of dense colloidal suspensions close to the
colloidal glass transition [Brader et al. (2008, 2009)]. This model also confirms the von
Mises phenomenological criterion and Eq. (4) is recovered for suspensions in the glassy
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state. But so far, systematic investigations on the relationship between shear and elonga-
tional yielding of soft matter like dispersions, emulsions, and foams are still lacking. The
validity of such a general relationship for the ratio of the elongational and shear yield
stress like Eq. (4) is not so obvious as the physical origin of the yielding phenomenon in
this broad variety of fluids may be very different.
From a continuum mechanical point of view, the generalization of Eq. (1) to Eq. (2) is
not straight forward, but tacitly assumes that the extra-stress tensor is independent of the
third invariant of the strain-rate tensor IIID¼ det(2D). Recently, a generalized Herschel-
Bulkley constitutive equation including IIID which fulfills the general requirements for a
Reiner-Rivlin fluid [Graebel (2007)] has been proposed [Niedzwiedz et al. (2010)]
T ¼ 2 sy;sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃjIIDjp þm1 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃIIID23








This constitutive equation includes the material parameters m1 and m2, which are irrele-
vant in shear experiments, for which IIID ¼ 0, but result in a nontrivial relationship





If the contribution of IIID is neglected (i.e., m1¼m2¼ 0), Eqs. (6) and (7) reduce to
Eqs. (2) and (4).
III. MATERIALS
A wide range of materials with different origin of the yield stress have been investi-
gated. These include polymeric gels with physical and chemical crosslinks, highly con-
centrated emulsions, and aggregated suspensions with attractive particle interactions.
A. Polymers
Two synthetic polymeric thickeners Sterocoll D and Viscalex H30 both provided by
BASF SE have been used. They are made from emulsion polymerization and are supplied
as milky, aqueous dispersions with a solid content of about 25% and a pH of 2.2–2.6.
Their main monomers are ethylacrylate and (meth)acrylic acid. Sterocoll D additionally
includes a small fraction of diethylenically unsaturated monomer as chemical crosslinker
and Viscalex HV30 includes hydrophobic side chains providing physical crosslinking in
aqueous solution.
Neutralized aqueous solutions with different polymer concentrations between 1 and
5 wt. % have been prepared as described by Kheirandish et al. (2009). Two Viscalex HV30
solutions have been neutralized with sodium hydroxide (concentration of polymers: 0.97%
and 1.84%), and one Viscalex HV30 solution has been neutralized with triethanolamine
(polymer concentration: 3.18%), which results in distinctly different rheological behavior.
Furthermore, a commercial hair gel Gard Style (Doetsch Grether AG, Switzerland)
has been investigated. Since the yield stress of the original hair gel was too high to be
used in CaBER experiments, the gel was diluted to 4 and 2.2 wt. % solids content with
deionized (DI) water. The major polymeric ingredients are poly(vinylpyrrolidone) and
polyquaternium-86.
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B. Suspensions
Precipitated and hydrophobically modified calcium carbonate (CaCO3) particles Socal
(Solvay Advanced Functional Materials, France) as well as hydrophobically modified
glass beads have been suspended in di-isononylphtalate (DINP) with g¼ 72 mPa s using
a Heidolph RZR 2020 stirrer as described by Koos and Willenbacher (2011).
Hydrophobic precipitated silica particles Sipernat D17 (Evonik, Germany) have been
dispersed in silicone oil AK1000 (Wacker, Germany) with g¼ 1000 mPas using an ultra-
sonic device (Branson Sonifier 250). Ultrasonification lasted for 1 h. The average particle
diameter is 1.8 lm (Socal), 25 lm (glass beads), and 3lm (Sipernat D17) and the particle
volume fraction in the suspensions is /¼ 0.33 (Socal), 0.4 (glass beads), and 0.27 (Siper-
nat D17). In all cases, the particle loading is well below the maximum packing fraction,
but due to attractive van der Waals interactions, particles form a sample spanning
network, which results in an apparent yield stress.
C. Emulsions
Two commercial cosmetic emulsions Nivea Body Milk and Nivea Soft Cre`me both
provided by Beiersdorf AG (Germany) have been investigated. The Body Milk is a
highly concentrated w/o-emulsion, its internal phase volume fraction is /¼ 0.75, and the
average droplet diameter is D¼ 0.9 lm [Niedzwiedz et al. (2009)]. The Soft Cre`me is an
o/w-emulsion with /¼ 0.35, the droplet size distribution is narrow, and D  0.9 lm. The
main constituent of the internal phase is paraffin oil (g¼ 230 mPas). In this case, the
rheological features are mainly controlled by a proprietary mixture of surfactants and
other water soluble ingredients.
Another emulsion has been prepared using paraffin oil as continuous phase, Span 80
(Merck) as a surfactant, and a water/glycerol mixture (60:40 by weight, g¼ 11 mPas) as
internal phase. First, the surfactant was added to the oil phase during continuous stirring
for 5 min, then the water/glycerol mixture was slowly added while stirring for additional
15 min. The resulting emulsion had a broad droplet size distribution with an average di-
ameter D¼ 20 lm; the continuous phase volume fraction was /¼ 0.47.
Furthermore, a series of Pickering emulsions with different internal phase volume
fraction has been made using the above mentioned water/glycerol mixture as disperse
and the paraffin oil as continuous phase. The surfactant Triton X-100 (Carl Roth)
has been mixed with the water/glycerol mixture at a weight fraction of 0.02% using a
propeller stirrer. The hydrophobic silica particles Sipernat D17 have been added to the
continuous oil phase at a weight fraction of 5% as described above. This resulted in
emulsions with broad particle size distribution with an average droplet diameter of
about 10 lm. For different emulsions with internal phase volume fractions between
0.17 and 0.52 have been prepared. The silica particles not only cover the water/oil
interface but also form a network structure spanning the continuous phase connecting




Shear experiments were performed using a controlled stress rheometer (HAAKE
Rheostress RS 150, Thermo HAAKE, Germany) equipped with a plate-plate geometry at
ambient temperature. Rough plates were systematically used as slippage was noticed for
some materials, and the gap width was always chosen to be 1 mm.
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The characteristic shear relaxation time of the fluids was determined from oscillatory
shear experiments as follows: First, a stress amplitude sweep was performed at a refer-
ence frequency of 0.1 Hz in order to determine the linear viscoelastic regime. The appro-
priate stress amplitude range was material dependant, but typically the stress was varied
between 0.3 and 10 Pa or between 0.3 and 100 Pa. A frequency sweep was then run at a
selected stress corresponding to the linear viscoelastic regime in order to determine the
storage modulus G0 and the loss modulus G00. Depending on material, the frequency range
was 103<x< 10 rad/s. Then the material relaxation time was identified as the inverse
of the angular frequency x at which G0 equals G00, i.e., tR¼ 1/xG0¼G00. For some materials,
like the aggregated suspensions or Pickering emulsions, this crossover was not directly
accessible in the frequency range covered here. Then the crossover frequency was esti-
mated from the decreasing G0 and increasing G00 at the lowest frequencies applied.
For the Sterocoll D solutions and the Nivea Body Milk emulsion, strain-rate-frequency
superposition (SRFS) was used to expand the frequency range down to 106 rad/s, thus
enabling the determination of xG0 ¼G00 as described by Kowalczyk et al. (2010).
Stress ramps were used for a first estimate of the apparent yield stress. Depending on
the material, the applied shear stress varied between 0.5 and 50 Pa or between 5 and
500 Pa within 300 s and the corresponding viscosity was recorded.
Then two different methods were used to determine the shear yield stress more
precisely.
First, the shear yield stress was deduced from creep tests as described by Nguyen and
Boger (1992). A constant shear stress was applied during 300 s and the resulting deforma-
tion was recorded. This protocol was repeated for several shear stresses below and above
the estimated yield value. At low stresses, the compliance J¼ c/sxy calculated from the
applied shear stress and the deformation c approached a constant value at long times. On
the contrary, J remained time dependent even at long times and exhibited a linear time
dependence when the yield point was exceeded.
Second, the shear yield stress was obtained from oscillatory shear measurements as
described by Barnes (1999) and Nguyen and Boger (1992). For all investigated materials,
a frequency range was found in which the materials behavior was predominantly elastic,
i.e., G0 is independent of frequency and much larger than G00. A frequency corresponding
to this elastic regime was selected and a stress amplitude sweep was performed at this
frequency. The yield stress was then determined as the stress at which G0 equals G00 in
the nonlinear response regime, where G0 decays and G00 goes through a maximum. The
yield stress determined according to this protocol did not depend on frequency, as long as
the frequency was selected in the elastic response regime, which typically ranged from
0.01 to 10 Hz.
This second approach is less time consuming and provides accurate and reproducible
results.
Prior to the oscillatory or creep experiments, samples were exposed to a steady
preshear for 2 min at _c¼ 100 s1 and then left at rest for at least 10 min.
The thixotropic behavior of materials was tested using oscillatory shear rheometry.
The storage modulus G0 was determined in the frequency range between 0.1 and 10 Hz;
data were recorded directly after 2 min preshear at _c¼ 100 s1 and then again after
10 min at rest. The corresponding moduli were compared.
B. Elongational measurements
To determine the elongational yield stress of soft matter, a small volume of material
was placed between two parallel plates, which were subsequently stretched from their
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initial separation height h0 to a final height hf within a stretching time ts. For each
selected stretch ratio e¼ hf/h0, the filament shape was monitored during a preselected
time. At first, the filament seems to be in a metastable state and its shape changes only
very slowly. But, at a critical time depending on both the material and the applied stretch
ratio, the filament suddenly shrinks and rapidly breaks. The Laplace pressure Dp within
the liquid thread is related to the radius R and the axial curvature j of the filament
Dpðx; tÞ ¼ Cs 1








½1 þ ð@Rðx; tÞ=@xÞ3=2

;
where Cs is the surface tension. Measurements were performed with a Capillary Breakup
Elongational Rheometer (CaBER 1, Thermo HAAKE, Germany) as described by Niedz-
wiedz et al. (2010, 2009). Experiments were carried out at ambient temperature of about
20 C.
A default plate diameter D¼ 6 mm and a default plate separation h0¼ 1.5 mm was
selected. However, the ratio r¼ h0/D was varied by varying both h0 from 1 to 2 mm and
D from 4 to 8 mm without noticing any significant impact on the Laplace pressure subse-
quently determined in the stretched filament. For illustration, the evolution of the Laplace
pressure within a filament of Sterocoll D 3% for r¼ 0.25 and r¼ 0.33 is shown in Fig. 7.
The upper plate was moved from its initial position h0 to its final position hf within a
default stretching time ts¼ 0.48 s. The final height hf was varied for each material, which
resulted in a filament lifetime variation. The Hencky strain rate _e ¼ lnðhf =h0Þ  1=ts cor-
responding to this step stretch deformation varies weakly with the stretch ratio and is on
the order of 1 s1. Three tests were performed for each material and each stretch ratio.
The subsequent filament thinning process was captured by a high-speed camera
Fastcam-X 1024 PCI (Photron USA, Inc.) with a sampling speed of 125 frames per sec-
ond. The resolution of each frame was 1024 1024 pixels. The camera was equipped
with telecentric optics providing a spatial resolution of 16 lm [Niedzwiedz et al. (2009)].
To improve contrast, the fluid filament was illuminated from the back with a telecentric
monochromatic blue light.
For each experiment, several sets of 160 frames were regularly recorded until the fila-
ment breakup. The time separating two sets of frames was adjusted to cover the whole fil-
ament lifetime. This procedure was chosen due to data storage restrictions of the camera.
Image analysis provided the transient filament diameter over the full filament length.
Both rims of the filament were detected based on the algorithm described by Niedzwiedz
et al. (2009). Then, both the minimum diameter and the curvature at this filament height
were deduced from experimental data using standard MATLAB fitting functions. From these
data, the Laplace pressure was calculated according to Eq. (8). The uncertainty in the
Laplace pressure determination during a single experiment shows up in the scatter of data
shown, e.g., in Fig. 8. From the Dp versus time curves, we have determined the initial
plateau value and the filament lifetime. The average initial plateau of Dp is used to calcu-
late sy,e. The experimental error for this quantity, given in Table I, corresponds to the
standard deviation of the three tests that have been run for each material and stretch ratio.
The filament lifetime enters into the calculation of the Deborah number [Eq. (9)] and the
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experimental error is again calculated as the standard deviation of the results from
repeated tests.
The surface tension of each material was measured with a tensiometer DCAT 11 EC
(Dataphysics, Germany) using a Wilhelmy plate. The surface tension of each sample was
measured three times. The average surface tension is given in Table I.
It has to be noticed that the assessment of the shape of the stretched filament requires
a smooth filament surface as shown in Fig. 1(a). This requirement is typically not fulfilled
for materials with a yield stress sy,s> 150 Pa, as demonstrated in Fig. 1(b) for the com-
mercial cosmetic emulsion Nivea Creme (Beiersdorf AG, Germany). In this case, the cur-
vature could not be inferred from the profile due to its irregularity. Furthermore, high
yield stresses involved some slippage at the interface with the upper plate, as shown in
Fig. 1(c). To limit this effect, rough sanded plates were used.
The typical time evolution of the filament is shown in Fig. 2 for the aqueous solution
of Viscalex HV30 with polymer concentration 3.18%. The upper row shows the forma-
tion of the filament during the step strain deformation. The lower row shows the charac-
teristic shape of the concave filament in the metastable state and after breakup. Similar
filament shapes were observed for the other investigated materials and also for the highly
concentrated emulsions investigated previously [Niedzwiedz et al. (2010)].
TABLE I. Experimental results for all the materials investigated here, the apparent shear yield stress has been
obtained either from oscillatory shear (o) or creep experiments (c) as indicated in column four. For the poly-
meric systems, the polymer concentration is given in weight percentage and for the Pickering emulsions, the
internal phase volume is provided in column one. The relative error in shear relaxation time and yield stress
determination is typically about 10%. The error for the elongational yield stress was determined from the error
of both curvature and surface tension measurements. For each material, surface tension error was determined
as the standard deviation of 3–5 repeated measurements on the same sample. Curvature error was deduced



















Socal in DINP 50.1 10 000 45 o/c 96 2.3 2.13 0.22
Glass beads in DINP 46.5 1 000 18 o/c 44 1.6 2.44 0.21
Sipernat in silicone oil 25.0 3 000 6 o/c 9 1.2 1.50 0.25
Nivea Body Milk 43.1 1 250a 8 o/c 18 2.2 2.25 0.36
Pickering emulsion /¼ 0.19 39.1 1 000 9 c 17 1.2 1.89 0.23
/¼ 0.37 35.8 850 8 c 18 1.7 2.33 0.33
/¼ 0.52 36.9 850 26 o/c 46 1.0 1.77 0.18
Nivea Soft Cre`me 121.0 6 700 91 c 115 42.0 1.26 0.49
W/o emulsion 17.0 1 000 5 c 8 0.9 1.78 0.27
Hair gel 2.2% 37.2 1 000 4 o/c 7 1.9 1.75 0.51
Hair gel 4% 97.0 1 500 21 o 38 8.0 1.81 0.42
Viscalex HV30 0.97% 66 900 22 o 46 4.4 2.09 0.29
Viscalex HV30 1.84% 81.5 1 000 43 o 80 3.4 1.86 0.20
Viscalex HV30 3.18%b 73.5 800 54 o 105 6.4 1. 94 0.23
Sterocoll D 2% 42.3 910a 3 o 5 1.4 1.76 0.51
Sterocoll D 3% 42.1 830a 4 o 7 1.9 1.89 0.55
Sterocoll D 5% 39.7 250a 7.5 o/c 15.5 1.2 2.06 0.26
aThese relaxation time data have been taken from Kowalczyk et al. (2010).
bThis solution has been neutralized with triethanolamine for all other polymeric systems NaOH was used.
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Shear results
Characteristic shear relaxation times as well as apparent shear yield stresses were
determined for all samples investigated here as described in Sec. IV. Although it is com-
monly accepted that suspensions or emulsions with attractive particle or droplet interac-
tions, highly concentrated emulsions, and also polymeric microgel systems may exhibit
apparent yield stresses [Larson (2009); Barnes (1999)], we show representative results
from stress ramp, creep test, and oscillatory shear experiments for the materials investi-
gated here. Figure 3 displays the viscosity obtained from stress ramp experiments as a
function of shear stress for various materials. The materials selected are the suspension
FIG. 1. Experimental filament profiles of the hair gel diluted to 4% polymer concentration obtained with rough
(a) and smooth (c) plates. Filament profile of the cosmetic emulsion Nivea Cre`me with sy,s> 150 Pa (b).
FIG. 2. Evolution of a filament profile for the Viscalex HV30 solution (cpoly¼ 3.18%) stretched to a ratio
e ¼ 4:25 within 0.48 s. (a) The upper pictures were recorded while the filament is being stretched. The lower
pictures were recorded after the end of stretching. Cessation of motion of the upper plate is defined at t¼ 0 s; the
images were taken at t¼ 60, 491, 1043 s and t> 1080 s. Filament breakup occurred at 1080 s. The gray arrows
indicate where the minimum diameter is measured.
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of CaCO3 particles in the organic solvent DINP, the highly concentrated emulsion Nivea
Body Milk, and the microgel system Viscalex HV30 with 0.97% polymer concentration.
All these data, set for very different materials, clearly show that there is a critical stress
level or at least a narrow range of stresses at which the apparent viscosity changes drasti-
cally by several orders of magnitude. In that sense, these materials exhibit an apparent
yield stress sy,s. Nevertheless, irreversible flow processes take place even at stresses
below sy,s and accordingly, the viscosity is high but not beyond the limit of measurability.
It should be noted that the apparent zero shear viscosity at low stresses is not an equilib-
rium value, but depends on the time scale of the experiment as has already been pointed
out previously for similar fluids [Moller et al. (2009)]. Nevertheless, the structural break
down and the corresponding viscosity drop are always found at the same stress level irre-
spective of the experimental time scale.
For a more accurate determination of the yielding behavior, stress creep experiments
have been performed at different stresses for each material. Typical results for the sus-
pension of CaCO3 particles in the organic solvent DINP, for the Pickering emulsion with
the lowest particle loading /¼ 0.168, as well as for the hair gel with 2.2% polymer con-
centration, are shown in Fig. 4.
In all cases, we find a distinct change in deformation behavior with applied stress:
Below the apparent yield point, the compliance approaches a constant value at long
enough times, whereas it tends toward a linear increase with time at stresses above the
yield stress. The apparent yield stress sy,s is thus defined as the lowest stress at which this
linear increase in compliance is detected. For the polymeric systems, the constant compli-
ance value is not always attained within the experimental window. Nevertheless, there is
a critical stress value at which the compliance and its time dependence drastically
change, justifying the term apparent yield stress. Alternatively, the yield stress has been
determined from oscillatory shear experiments at varying stress amplitude. This approach
is less time consuming than creep tests but also very accurate and reproducible. In this
case, the stress at which G0 equals G00 in the nonlinear response regime is defined as the
FIG. 3. Viscosity versus stress for a colloidal suspension of Socal in DINP (left), for the Nivea Body Milk
emulsion (center) and for the Vicalex HV30 solution with cpoly¼ 0.97% (right). These curves come from stress
ramp tests performed as described in Sec. IV.
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yield stress. It should also be noticed that creep and oscillatory measurements provided a
better repeatability of the resulting yield stress values than, e.g., fitting the Herschel-
Bulkley model to experimental flow curves.
Representative results for the concentrated emulsion Nivea Body Milk are shown in
Fig. 5. Obviously, the values sy,s are in excellent agreement. Similar results were
obtained for all the materials investigated here. Finally, all yield stress values are sum-
marized in Table I.
Furthermore, tests have been conducted to determine whether the materials investi-
gated here are thixotropic or not. For that, the linear viscoelastic storage modulus G0 has
FIG. 4. Dependence of compliance on time for the Socal in DINP colloidal suspension (left), a Pickering emulsion
with /¼ 0.37 (center), and a polymer solution of hair gel with cpoly¼ 2.2% (right). Data come from creep tests
performed as described in Sec. IV. The apparent yield stress deduced from both oscillatory and creep tests are
found equal to 45 Pa for Socal in DINP, 8 Pa for the Pickering emulsion (/¼ 0.37), and 4 Pa for the hair gel 2.2%.
FIG. 5. Shear yield stress determination for Nivea Body Milk. Left: Compliance as a function of time from
creep tests performed at different shear stresses. Right: Stress amplitude sweep at f¼ 0.1 Hz.
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been measured for each material both directly after shearing the sample for 2 min at
_c¼ 100 s1 and after 10 min at rest. The relative change in G0 was typically around 10%
and always below 40%. Thus, the materials were classified as nonthixoptropic.
Fluids with an apparent yield stress like the materials investigated here may neverthe-
less exhibit a finite characteristic relaxation time. This has been shown earlier for colloi-
dal suspensions at the glass transition [Wyss et al. (2007); Siebenb€urger et al. (2009)],
densely packed emulsions, surfactant foams, and also polymeric microgel systems
including the Sterocoll D solutions investigated here [Wyss et al. (2007), Kowalczyk
et al. (2010)]. The characteristic relaxation time strongly depends on the material; it may
be very long and thus difficult to access. The lower frequency limit in our oscillatory
shear experiments was x¼ 103 rad/s, corresponding to tR¼ 1000 s. Typical G0 and G00
vs frequency data for a suspension, an emulsion, and a polymeric microgel system are
shown in Fig. 6. For the Viscalex HV30 solutions, the Pickering emulsions and the
suspension of glass beads in DINP tR was taken as the inverse of the directly measured
crossover frequency at which G0 ¼G00. For the Sterocoll D solutions and the Nivea Body
Milk, it was shown earlier that the so-called strain rate frequency superposition principle
originally introduced by Wyss et al. (2007) can be used to expand the accessible
frequency range down to x¼ 106 rad/s. For these systems, the existence of a crossover
frequency and a terminal flow regime could be unequivocally demonstrated and the
relaxation time data were taken from Kowalczyk et al. (2010). For the Nivea Soft Cre`me
and the suspensions of Socal and Sipernat particles, no crossover was found within the
experimental window and the SRFS principle could not be applied. In this case, the cross-
over was estimated from a linear extrapolation of the decaying G0 and the increasing G00
data in the low frequency range.
Finally, relaxation times between 102 and 104 s were found and apparent shear yield
stresses ranged from about 1 to 100 Pa. These values are typical for soft glassy materials
[Schall et al. (2007); Mason et al. (1995); Sollich et al. (1997); Cipelletti and Ramos (2005);
FIG. 6. Determination of the relaxation time for the suspension of glass beads in DINP (left), the Nivea Soft
Cre`me emulsion (center), and a solution of Viscalex HV30 with cpoly¼ 0.97% (right). Solid symbols represent
G0, while open symbols represent G00. Vertical lines correspond to the crossover of G0 and G00. For the Nivea
Soft Cre`me, the crossover has been extrapolated from the experimental data, as shown by the red dotted lines.
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Banyopadhyay et al. (2010); Divoux et al. (2011)]. The counterintuitive decrease of relaxa-
tion time with increasing polymer concentration in the case of Sterocoll D can be attributed
to the increase in ionic strength. It comes with the higher polymer concentration and has
a strong influence on the subtle balance between intra- and intermolecular electrostatic
repulsion and hydrophobic attraction, which determines the microstructure of these systems
[Kheirandish et al. (2009)].
B. Filament stretching results
Several data sets for the transient Laplace pressure within a filament of the aqueous
solution of the polymeric thickener Sterocoll D with a polymer concentration of 3 wt. %
are superimposed in Fig. 7. Obviously, variation of plate diameter D, stretching time ts,
or the ratio r¼ h0/D does not have a major impact on the resulting Laplace pressure
within the stretched filament. For this thickener solution, also the use of rough or smooth
plates does not make a difference. However, this was not true for some other materials
with higher yield stresses like the hair gel [see Fig. 1(c)], then rough plates were used.
The time evolution of the Laplace pressure shown in Fig. 7 is typical for all fluids investi-
gated here. First, the Laplace pressure remains constant for an extended period of time,
but then Dp rapidly increases until the filament finally breaks. This essentially reflects the
time evolution of the filament diameter, which decreases only weakly in the first period,
but then rapidly decays until filament rupture.
The two parameters characterizing each test, namely the initial Laplace pressure pla-
teau and the filament lifetime, depend on the stretching ratio e, as shown on Fig. 8. The
higher the stretching ratio e, the higher the initial Laplace pressure level, and the lower
the filament lifetime tf. It is very important to notice that, no matter how small e was
FIG. 7. Influence of various experimental parameters (plate diameter and roughness, stretching time) on the
evolution of the Laplace pressure measured for a sample of Sterocoll D (3% polymer concentration) stretched
between to opposite plates in a CaBER device. Red dots correspond to the reference experimental protocol. The
vertical dashed line corresponds to a Deborah number of 1. The horizontal line indicates a stress of 7 Pa.
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chosen, stretching always resulted in filament breakup and this was observed for all the
fluids investigated here. The lowest stretch ratios at which the filament shape was contin-
uously recorded was e¼ 2. For some materials (Nivea Body Milk; Nivea Soft Cre`me;
Viscalex HV30, cpoly¼ 3.18%), filaments were kept overnight at even lower stretch
ratios, but due to data storage restrictions of the camera, the filament shape was not
recorded. Nevertheless, visual inspection after about 20 h confirmed that the filaments
were broken. This means that the elongational yield stress cannot simply be deduced
from the Laplace pressure within the filament at a critical stretching ratio at which the fil-
ament just does not yet break, as suggested in a previous paper [Niedzwiedz et al.
(2010)]. Indeed, such a critical stretching ratio does not exist and may be falsely deter-
mined because of a too short time scale of observation.
Instead, an appropriate experimental time scale has to be considered. From an engi-
neering point of view, this time scale may be set by a certain processing time of interest,
e.g., the drying or curing time of a coating or the dispensing time for a cosmetic emulsion
using a certain device.
From a material science point of view, being interested in a quantity which character-
izes the elongational yielding of a given fluid, an intrinsic time scale distinctive for this
particular fluid should be considered. Here, we select the longest shear relaxation time tR
as a genuine time scale and define a Deborah number
De ¼ tR=tf : (9)
Then, we perform several tests varying the stretching ratio to get the critical stretching ra-
tio ec corresponding to a Deborah number De  1. Finally, we define the initial plateau
value of the Laplace pressure within the filament at ec as the apparent elongational yield
stress sy,e of that material.
FIG. 8. Laplace pressure as a function of time for the sample Sterocoll D with cpoly¼ 5% at different stretch
ratios. The vertical solid, dashed, and dotted lines indicate the filament lifetimes of 550, 250, and 30 s. The hori-
zontal solid, dashed, and dotted lines indicate corresponding initial Laplace pressure values of 14, 16, and 21 Pa.
The insert displays the evolution of Laplace pressure of all the available data for various filament lifetimes.
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Setting the Laplace pressure within the filament equal to sy,e is justified assuming that
the filament has a cylindrical shape and that sxx¼ 0. The first assumption is well satisfied
at the filament midpoint in the initial period after the step strain, which is relevant here.
But it should be noted that this is no longer true when strong necking occurs and the fila-
ment rapidly shrinks prior to breakup. The validity of the second assumption is not so
obvious, although it is frequently used in the analysis of CaBER experiments for many
kinds of viscoelastic fluids. However, recent numerical simulations seem to confirm this
assumption, particularly for yield stress fluids [Alexandrou et al. (private communica-
tion)]. Finally, it should be noticed that this determination of the elongational yield stress
is fairly robust with respect to the choice of the timescale. An uncertainty in the determi-
nation of the shear relaxation time does not result in a strong variation of sy,e. Exemplary
this is demonstrated in the insert of Fig. 8 where the initial Laplace pressure is shown as
a function of filament lifetime. Decreasing the stretch ratio resulted in a drop of tf by
almost 3 orders of magnitude from 4 to 1100 s, whereas Dpini varies by less than a factor
of 3. Especially around De¼ 1, the initial Laplace pressure does not vary much. Similar
results have been obtained for the other samples investigated here.
The curves shown in Fig. 8 exhibit the same shape and can be collapsed onto a single
mastercurve by normalizing the Laplace pressure Dp by its initial value Dpini and the
time t by the filament lifetime tf. But even more than this, the shape of the curves meas-
ured for the different materials investigated here is also essentially the same as demon-
strated in Fig. 9 for the polymeric systems, one emulsion and one suspension.
The ratio of the elongational to shear yield stress sy,e/sy,s is plotted versus shear yield
stress sy,s in Fig. 10. The corresponding data are summarized in Table I. This representa-
tion includes results for various physically very different fluids like polymeric gels,
densely packed emulsions, or suspensions as well as suspensions with attractive
FIG. 9. Normalized Laplace pressure DP/DPini as a function of time normalized by the filament lifetime tf for
two polymeric systems (Sterocoll D cpoly¼ 3% and 5%, Viscalex cpoly¼ 1.84%), a Pickering emulsion
(/¼ 0.37), and a colloidal suspension (glass beads in DINP).
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interactions and roughly covers a shear yield stress range from 1 to 100 Pa. The elonga-
tional yield stress sy,e is determined from the Laplace pressure inside the stretched fluid
at a Deborah number De  1 as described above. Obviously, under these circumstances,
the von Mises plasticity criterion is fulfilled and Eq. (4) holds within experimental uncer-
tainty for the broad variety of fluids investigated here. Accordingly, Eq. (2) seems to be a
useful three-dimensional constitutive relation, which can be used to model the yielding
and flow of soft matter in complex flow kinematics.
So far, there has been little experimental evidence that the von Mises plasticity crite-
rion is fulfilled for soft matter in complex flow kinematics. But recently, Ovarlez et al.
(2010) reported experiments superimposing squeeze and rotational shear flow on similar
soft matter (polymeric gel, emulsions). Their data show that unjamming the material in
one direction leads to structural breakup in the perpendicular direction too. As a conse-
quence, the onset of flow occurs when the root mean square of both shear stresses
exceeds a critical value in agreement with Eq. (5). At a first glance, it seems to be surpris-
ing that the von Mises plasticity criterion, which was originally proposed for crystalline
solids, is universally valid for so many different kinds of soft matter. But at least for
dense colloidal suspensions, this criterion could be closely recovered from first princi-
ples. Based on mode coupling theory, Brader et al. (2008, 2009) have developed a consti-
tutive equation for such systems, valid for arbitrary time-dependent but homogeneous





found close to the colloidal glass transition.
From a process engineering point of view, the characterization of the elongational
yield stress with respect to the materials relaxation time may not be most appropriate.
Instead, it might be useful to consider a characteristic processing time or a deformation
typical for a certain processing step or application technique. Therefore, we performed
elongational deformation experiments at different stretching ratios e, resulting in different
FIG. 10. Ratio of elongational to shear yield stress as a function of shear yield stress for the materials listed in
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filament lifetimes. Accordingly, the initial plateau value of the Laplace pressure varies,
i.e., it increases with increasing e as shown in Fig. 8. The polymeric thickeners Sterocoll
D and Viscalex HV30 and the highly concentrated emulsion Nivea Body Milk were
selected for this investigation. Both polymer solutions were investigated at two different
concentrations. The corresponding data for the ratio of the Laplace pressure to shear yield
stress are displayed as a function of Deborah number in Fig. 11. Obviously, this ratio
increases monotonically with increasing De. But it should be noted that for De< 1, this
increase is weak and the normalized pressure varies only by about 1 order of magnitude





expected from the von Mises plasticity criterion [Eq. (5)] and from the simplified
Herschel-Bulkley model neglecting contributions from the third invariant of the strain-
rate tensor [Eq. (2)] is only found for De  1. Nevertheless, the data obtained for the five
different fluids investigated here fall onto a single mastercurve. This probably reflects a
universal relationship between the stresses within a fluid and the Deborah number. Irre-
spective of that, at least for the materials investigated here, the generalized Herschel-
Bulkley model proposed in Eq. (6) should be used for numerical simulations of processes
including complex flow kinematics.
The parameter m1 can then be determined from the experiments outlined above using







. The parameter m2 may be determined from regular CaBER experi-
ments in combination with a numerical simulation of the filament thinning process based
on Eq. (6), but this is beyond the scope of this paper.
Large Deborah numbers correspond to high stretching ratios for which we assume that
the rest structure of the fluid is destroyed and the material cannot recover this structure
FIG. 11. Laplace pressure normalized to the corresponding shear yield stress vs Deborah number for different
nonthixotropic yield stress fluids. Shear yield stress data were taken from Table I and it should be noted that in
contrast to the apparent elongational yield stress the quantity sy,s does not depend on the selected experimental
time scale relevant here. The solid line is to guide the eye, the horizontal line represents the von Mises plasticity
criterion, and the vertical line marks De¼ 1.
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within the experimental time scale. Thus the stress is predominately viscous and the stress
ratio is about 3, close to what is expected for viscous Newtonian fluids. In a previous paper
[Niedzwiedz et al. (2010)], we have reported sy,e/sy,s values close to three for a series w/o
emulsions. These data were obtained using essentially the same experimental approach as
used here, but the Deborah number was larger than 10 in these experiments and thus these
results agree well with those reported here. On the other hand, small Deborah numbers cor-





De  1. For very low De< 1, i.e., weak deformations, oriented structural rearrangements
during the time of experiment may be responsible for the low sy,e/sy,s values.
VI. CONCLUSION
Here, we present a new approach to determine the apparent elongational yield stress
of soft matter including polymer gels, highly concentrated emulsions, and aggregated
suspensions. The apparent shear yield stress varies between 1 and 100 Pa and the longest
shear time between 102 and 104 s for the broad variety of fluids investigated here. To
determine the elongational yield stress, a cylindrical fluid element is rapidly stretched to
a certain stretching ratio e between two metal plates. In an initial period after the step
strain, the Laplace pressure within the filament is essentially constant, but finally it
increases rapidly and the filament breaks, for all the fluids investigated here. In all cases,
filament lifetime strongly increases with decreasing stretching ratio. We define a Deborah
number De¼ tR/tf. We finally identify the initial value of the Laplace pressure obtained at
a critical value ec corresponding to De¼ 1 as the apparent elongational yield stress char-
acterizing the uniaxial elongational yielding of a given material.
For all the investigated fluids, the ratio of this elongational yield stress to the shear




, in agreement with the von Mises plasticity criterion and irre-
spective of the physical nature of structural breakdown. Accordingly, the three-
dimensional Herschel-Bulkley model, ignoring the contribution from the third invariant
of the strain-rate tensor IIID [Eq. (2)] can be used to calculate the behavior of soft matter
in complex flow kinematics.
From a process engineering or application point of view, this elongational yield stress
referring to a material specific relaxation time may be inopportune. Instead, a characteris-
tic processing time or deformation may be considered. Accordingly, elongational defor-
mation experiments have been performed at different e and hence tf. The Deborah number
was thus varied from 0.1<De< 100 and a universal relationship between the normalized
initial plateau value of the Laplace pressure and De was observed for all investigated flu-
ids. The Laplace pressure normalized to the shear yield stress was found to increase
monotonically with increasing De. This ratio varied between 0.5 and 5 in the investigated




only for De  1. For large De, the stress ratio is close to 3. This
latter finding can be rationalized assuming that the materials rest structure is destroyed at
these large deformations. Then the stress within the fluid is predominantly viscous and the
ratio of elongational to shear stress is about 3 as expected for Newtonian fluids.
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